Due to the emergence of online social networks, the importance of privacy on the Internet has vitally increased. Thus, it is important to develop mechanisms that will prevent our hidden personal data from unauthorized access and use. In this paper an attempt was made to present a concept of profile cloning detection in Online Social Networks (OSN) using Graph and Network Theory. Compering values of attributes of users' personal profiles and analysing structural similarity of networks, we identify attackers which steal users' identity.
Introduction
One of the aspect of worldwide accessibility to the Internet is social media which includes blogs, forums, photo-sharing platforms, social gaming, chat apps and social networks. According to the Statista portal [19] in 2018 there will be around 2,55 billion social network users in total and this is around a third of Earth's entire population (Figure 1 ). It is commonly known that online social networking is popular and it plays important role in people daily life. On the other hand, social networks users are mostly unaware of many threats existing in social networks. These threats can be divided into four categories: classic threats (malware, phishing attacks, cross-site scripting, etc.), modern threats (clickjacking, socialbots, profile cloning attacks, etc.), combination threats and threats targeting children (online predators, risky behaviour, cyberbullying). In this paper authors will focus only on profile cloning detection. The reader may refer to [18] for further details about current threats in social networks.
An user profile in the Online Social Network (OSN) can be represented as a set of features and links between other profiles that describe the person in that network. Depending on the type of OSN, a set of attributes and relationships that make up a profile may be different [2] . This proves there isn't an unique user social network profile on the Internet today, which gives the possibility to clone it. The method of cloning an user profile in OSN involves impersonating a victim by creating the best possible copies of their social profile within the same or different social network (local or global profile cloning) (Figure 2 ). In the simplest scenario, it includes building relationships and sharing profile data in the same manner as in the victim profile. As a result, an attacker is able to steal the identity of the victim in the same social network or different one.
Nowadays there are some methods that detects a profile cloning attacks [3] , [5] . Most of them utilizing Machine Learning algorithms [6] , [7] . This, in most cases, results in analysing users' profiles in online social network comparing values of their attributes without taking into account relationships between users' profiles.
Another way of thinking about profile cloning pays attention that it is a process perform by hackers to conduct this kind of cyberattack. Having a knowledge about how hackers works gives an opportunity to detect symptoms of cyberattacks, which eventually implicates developing solutions to counteract or neutralize consequences. This approach is well described in [8] .
We have developed the method to detect profile cloning which takes into account not only values of user profile attributes, but also relationships (links) between users' profiles in Online Social Networks. The paper extends the paper [17] . In particular an explanatory case study was described.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains proposition for revealing hidden attributes of social profile. In section 3 authors describes node similarity measure. Section 4 contains description of graph structural similarity. In section 5 the concept of profile cloning detection using methods described in sections 2, 3 and 4 is presented. Section 6 contains a simple case study.
Revealing hidden attribute values of social profile
For detecting a profile cloning it is important to have a complete information about user personal profile in Online Social Network.
Most often the reason of hidden attribute value are mechanisms, provided by Online Social Networks, which give us an opportunity to show values of attributes only for user-defined group of people in network. In most cases this approach is implemented by Access Control Lists (ACL). Despite their usability in protecting privacy aspect [1] , [4] , this situation impede our analysis in sense of profile cloning detection.
To provide a situation, when we know all about attribute values for each personal profile in particular Online Social Network, we provide a method, based on network model and k-nearest neighbours' algorithm, which allows us to estimate hidden values of attributes for appropriate personal profile. A general procedure for this shows Figure 3 .
First of all, we have to provide analysing network, where nodes represents persons and edges describe a relation between two people. Moreover, a set of functions on nodes, which represent attributes of social profile and one function on edge, which defines force of relation has to be defined. In that network we choose a node, for which we want to reveal hidden attribute values -we denote it as .
Next, we get the nearest neighbours of node -that is a set of direct friends of considered person -and calculate for them a similarity measure between person and his neighbors. The similarity function can be any function that gives a higher value for nodes that are similar in sense of attribute values. In our approach, we use function described by equation:
where:
( , ) ∈ (0,1] -force of relation between person and . It can be measured, for example, as a number of messages sent to person by divided by numbers of whole messages sent in OSN by node ,
( ) -value of the i-th attribute of personal profile of person ; -set of personal profile attributes. When a similarity is calculated for every neighbour, we choose k nodes (the best nodes) with the highest similarity measure to consider their attributes values. The parameter k gives us confidence that calculated value of hidden attributes for node will not be dominated by only one node in Online Social Network. After choosing appropriate nodes, we calculate a frequency of appearing every value from the best nodes that are connected with hidden attributes. The most frequent value is taking as an answer. If we have more options to choose a value, we take a value with better similarity measure. We can repeat this procedure for every attribute that value is hidden.
The whole algorithm of revealing hidden values of attribute can be used for every node in a network, giving us an opportunity to estimate value for every attribute in every personal profile in OSN. There are some important issues that are worth discussing for a better use of this model. Firstly, because this method is partially derived from k-neighbours' algorithm, it is good to choose a parameter k that is odd. This approach ensures that chance to get a value using only a frequency of appearing value in best nodes is high, which gives us better estimation of attribute hidden value. From our experiments, it is also good to choose parameter k from range [3, 9] , depend on nearest neighbour amount of considered node. The more neighbours' person has the higher value of parameter k should be. Secondly, it is good to know which kind of attribute values we can get. A similarity measure defined in (1) 
Node similarity
After revealing the most probable values of hidden attributes in user social profile, we have to provide a measure that helps us to detect an appropriate person from pattern network in our analysed network. To achieve this, we have to use a function which fulfils following conditions:
• it allows to simply compare attribute values between persons; • it should be easy to interpret, which means that by using them we will be able to decide which personal profile, in sense of attribute values, is most similar to considered person's profile without any additional transformation of measuring function values; • it should use a characteristic which are easy to obtain from network model. According to the presented assumptions, for our purposes, we use a nodes' similarity function, which is described by (3):
-number of attributes in personal profile;
Function
( , ) meet all the conditions defined for node similarity measure function. By using only simple comparing of attribute values, it is reduced to compare vectors of attributes that creates user personal profile. Interpretation of (3) is easy, because ( , ) can take values from range [0,1]. Finally, using only attribute value and significance, we provide a method, which base only on characteristics described directly on network.
Having a measure of similarity between nodes we can obtain a global measure of node similarity between two networks (pattern and analysed networks) S and S', which gives us a better understanding of similarity of whole network. To do this we can formulate and solve (using for example Hungarian algorithm) optimal assignment problem to find the best allocation matrix = � � | |×| ′| of nodes from network to nodes from network ′ :
with constraints:
-set of nodes in pattern network S;
′ -set of nodes in analysed network S'. Thanks that, we will be able to assess a "percentage" of similarity between considered networks and their persons. It is important to remember that solutions provided in (3) and (4) are only some kind of proposals how to calculate a similarity at the vertices and network level, which we use in our specific implementation. For profile cloning detection method, which will be described in detail in chapter 6, we can define any other methods, which fulfil the conditions described earlier. Some of them are defined in details in [9] . In general, a procedure which is used in our profile cloning method is illustrated in Figure 4. 
Graph structural similarity
There are a lot of measures that we can use to assess similarity of graphs nowadays. In this section, we present most popular of it. Other methods and models presented in this paper are independent of the algorithm that is used for measuring graph similarity.
Graph isomorphism [12] , [13] , maximum common subgraph [12] , minimum common supergraph [12] , edit distance [12] , [13] , topological measures [12] , [13] and iterative methods [10] , [12] , [13] are examples of structural graph similarity measures.
For the purpose of this research we propose graph structural similarity measure based on node neighbour matching. It is classified as one of iterative measures. The idea of it is as follows: two nodes are considered similar if they neighbours are similar [8] , [9] , [11] , [14] . Let structural similarity measure over the nodes of two networks and ′ be represented as [9] , [13] :
A and B -transition matrices of S and S', Z 0 =1 (matrix with all elements equal 1);
Element z ij of the matrix Z describes similarity score between the i-th node of the S' and the j-th node of the S. The greater value of z ij the greater similarity between the i-th node of the S' and the j-th node of the S.
Having matrix ( , ′ ), optimal assignment problem can be formulated and solved (using for example Hungarian algorithm) to find the best allocation matrix = � � | |×| ′| of nodes from graphs and ′ :
(8) with constraints:
The ( , ′ ) is the value of structural similarity measure of graphs and ′ . It is worth notice that analysed nodes could be part of the same or different graph. In the proposed method only shared nearest neighbours (first level neighbours) are taken into consideration. It can be easily extended to include neighbours of nearest neighbours (second level neighbours) and further. As another extension we could propose to include node neighbours weights (attributes) when similarity of nodes is calculated.
The concept of profile cloning detection
Let's introduce a following notation:
-pattern network; ′ -analysed network; ∈ [0,1] -threshold parameter for structural similarity of networks; ∈ [0,1] -threshold parameter for nodes global similarity; -person in analysed network that we are going to check if his identity was stolen nor not;
( , ′ ) -structural similarity of and ′ ; -maximum amount of iterations that algorithm should take; -minimal allowed increase of structural similarity, that continues iteration of algorithm; ∈ [0,1] -structural similarity value between and ′ from previous iteration. We provide an approach to detect profile cloning using the method illustrated on Figure 5 . The general procedure is as follows. After providing an input data, we are using a method to reveal hidden values of attributes for every node in analysed network. A mechanism how to do it was described in chapter 3. Next, we calculate a global node similarity function to check whether analysing network is similar enough to pattern network. If this similarity is low, then we can assume that in analysed network there are not enough information to detect a profile cloning or the structure of this network, in sense of social profile, is too different so that the possibility of cloning a profile is low.
In situation when the value is greater than defined threshold, we can consider another steps of method. In that case, we calculate a structural similarity measure between pattern network and structural network. If this value is high enough, then we can assume, that the personal profile of person is nearly the same in analysed network than in pattern network. This situation could happen in two scenarios. First is when the considered person create an account in analysed OSN and started to make a relations with his friends. Another case is when someone creates an account in analysed network and tries to recreate a social profile of person
. Second situation appears when a profile cloning has place, so we can say that we detect profile cloning. Other part of algorithm consists of conditions to stop the method when a profile cloning didn't have a place. For this purpose we use two approaches. First is to set an maximum for amount of iteration. This gives us an opportunity to stop executing of method, but will also cause a risk, that algorithm will stop before detect a profile cloning. Another option used in our solution is to check whether an increasing of similarity measures are significant enough to continue searching. In that case, we assume that if we cannot obtain appropriate similarity of networks, then there is not any possibility that user's personal profile, in sense of attributes and relations between him and other people in OSN, was cloned. Because there is a risk that a second approach will not converge enough to stop executing an algorithm, a composition of first and second solution is used.
An Example
To show basic idea of presented approach, we used a simple social network ExNet, presented on Figure 6 with additional data, that defines persons social profile, described in Table 1 . Because all value of social profile attributes are known, we do not have to use a revealing hidden values of social profile attribute algorithm, which has been described in section 2. First of all, we will compute nodes attribute similarity to check whether they exceed the threshold. If it has place, then the node with node similarity value higher than threshold can be a possible cloned profile. For our calculations we adopted some assumptions: − Because we are using an equation (3) to calculate node similarity we assume, that an importance factor is the same for all the nodes;
−
We set the threshold value to 8.
Results of our work show Table 2 . Because (35,35′) has got higher value than defined threshold, the node with ID=35' will be detected as a cloned profile. Figure 6 shows that this is exactly a hacker who tries to steal the identity of 35. In that case presented solution detects attacker without even using a structural similarity, which is another part of the algorithm and in connection with node attributes similarity gives us better precision of the whole approach. For calculation of structural similarity of example network ExNet, we used equations described in section 4 of article. Using them, we obtained a results showed in Table 3 (matrix  ( ,  ′ ) , where S=S'=ExNet). In that case, the nodes with highest similarity value will be treated as the same person, which in our situation means that we detect a hacker, who will try to steal victim's identity. It is easy to notice that structural similarity for node 35' has the greatest value (equals 0,149) for node 35, so node 35' may be node 35' in sense of network's structure similarity. Again, in that way we were able to do a successful search for attacker in Online Social Network.
Conclusions
Presented approach shows that detecting a profile cloning using analytical methods is possible. This allows us to develop solutions, which gives us opportunity to automate the process of discovering identity stealing in Online Social Networks. Moreover, a revealing hidden attributes values model, which is a part of detecting profile cloning procedure, can be also useful in analysing networks with lack of information about users and gives us also opportunity to analyse a procedure used by attackers to detect hidden attribute values. If we know how hackers are working to steal people identity, we can define vulnerabilities of their action, which helps us to design methods to prevent from an unauthorized access to our attribute values. Despite the effectiveness of considered approach, it is still place to extend presented method. For example, it will be good to design specialized structural similarity measures dedicated directly for Online Social Networks, which take into account a social profile characteristics and attributes. In our future work, we also plan to add ability to predict creation of relation between people in considered OSN. An example of predictor for making relations between people in Online Social Networks is described in details in [16] . This allows us to forecast an incident of profile cloning before this process will be completed by attacker. Thanks that, we will be able to prevent hacker from stealing user identity, which will definitely increase a value of implemented solution.
Another problem which should be taken into future consideration is performance of approach for big networks [15] . Currently, we have to calculate node attribute similarity for all pair of nodes, which is computationally complex. To prevent this, we can detect some patterns or communities and focus only on them, because another set of nodes will be not similar enough. However at present time this is only a hypothesis and should be designed and tested, especially on big networks.
It will be good also to develop more complex similarity measures between attribute values, because binary approach presented in article should be not precisely enough for continuous values. In that case, we could use for example an Euclidean metric. So our next step in future work will be adapting some well-known metrics to our attribute values similarity model. It is also possible to take into account node's attribute similarity and node's structural similarity (as two criteria) in multicriteria approach for profile cloning detection.
